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Everybody must get stoned: Two hundred
University students stoned the Mexican
Embassy in Managua, capital city of
Nicaragua on Oct. 4. According to U. P. I.,
the students broke several windows and
wrested the Mexican government seal from
the office and made off with it.
The Guardian

A Ripple in a Very Large Pool: More than
100 students c:l. NYU occupied two Bronx
campus buildings from dawn until noon last
Friday to protest the dismissal of John F.
Hatchett who had called Vice President
Humphrey, Richard Nixon, and Albert
Shankar, head of NY city's teachers union
"racist bastards."
The New York Times

From the HUMP: I'd hate to be stuck in a
fourth floor in a tenement with the rats
nibbling on the kid' s toes -- and they do-with the garbage uncollected--and it is-with the streets filthy, with no swimming
pools, with little or no recreation. I'd hate
to be put into those conditions, and I want
to tell you, if I were in those conditions,
and that should happen':to have been my
situation, I think you'd have had a little more
trouble than you've had already because I've
got enough spark left in me to lead a mighty
good revold under those conditions.
--from a talk by Vice President Humphrey
to the National Association of County Offbials,
July 18th, 1966.
LNS--NY

Peru Nationalizes Esso Oil Subsidiary -Peru's new military government Wednesday
nationalized the $200-million holdings of U.S.
owned International Petroleum Co., a subsidiary of Esso Standrad Oil, N.J. Gen. Juan
Velasco Alvarado, head of the military junta
which ousted the constitutional regime of
President Fernando Belaunde Terry less than
a week ago, announced the expropriation. He
went on a nationwide radio-television network
to ask the citizenry to support his action.
Velasco spoke for only five minutes. His
emotion was such that he was halted frequendy
for words. He saidhis action was the first
step in a program of "national revindication
and defense of sovereignty."
UPI

Congolese Rebel J,eader Executed -Congolese rebel leader Pierre Mulele was
executed by a firing squad Wednesday, 16 days
after he gave himself up, hoping for a pardon.
The neighboring Brazzaville government, the
former French Congo, broke off diplomatic
relations in protest. A statement broadcast
by Brazzaville Radio accused Kinshasa Congo
Presi~iltJoseph Mobutu of going back on his
word in executing the leftist leader, Mulele,
wanted for having led a rebel movement in
the former Belgian Congo, was turned over
to Kinshasa authorities by the Brazzaville
government after he gave himself up Sept. 29.
UPI

Catholics and Protestants Battle in N. Ireland-Riot police in Londonberry, Northern Ireland
Monday fought stone-throwing youths in th~
third straight night of violent protest by
minority Catholics against the Protestant
city government. Prime Minister Harold
Wilson summoned Premier Terence O'Neill
to London and ordered an investigation of the
crisis. At least 96 persons have been injured since Saturday night when police broke
up a Catholic parade intended to protest
alleged discrimination in the allocation of
jobs and housing.

Washington, D. C.: The Warren Circuit:The
Supreme Court on Oct. 7 overruled a stay of
transfer granted by Justice William 0 Douglas
in the case of 256 army reservists. The
reservists may still pursue their appeals of
lower court decisions, but they are now subject
to immediate transfer to Vietnam. The reservists argued that the 1966 law under which
President Johnson ordered their units activated
contradicted their contracts under an earlier
law that based any Reserve call -up on a formal
declaration of war or national emergency.
The Guardian

Flashes: The Celluloid Circus and the Fourth
Wall: Godard's "Alphaville" with the "Manchuriru
Candidate" playing Oct. 17-21 at the Elgin
Cinema, 8th Ave. and 19th St ..... Country Joe
and the Fish at the Fillmore East Oct. 18 and
19th .... Radical Theatre Repertory presents
Up Against the Tree Theatre, a Benefit for
the Columbia Legal Defense Fund at the
Fillmore East, 2nd Ave. and 6th St., Tues.
Oct. 22 at 8:00P.M. Groups performing in
the benefit include the Living Theatre, the
Open Theatre, the Pageant Players,and th~
6th Street Theatre .... Miss Copper Queen
by Meagen Terry and the Baptism by LeRoi
Jones will be at the Players Workshop, 229
7th Ave. This Friday and Saturday evenings
at 8:40 P.M ...... Les Biches tmore than a
.sensitive or sensual triangle) at the 68th St.
Playhouse.

New York -- Come On People, Now, Love On
Another -- Herman Ferguson, senatorial
candidate of the New York Freedom and Pea<
Party (FPP) and his campaign manager,
Arthur Harris, were sentenced Oct. 3 to fron
3i/2 to 7 years in Sing Sing Penitentiary for
"conspiracy to murder" Roy Wilkins and
Whitney Yound. Sentencing of the two i>lack
defendants took place in the Queens County
courtroom. Ferguson and Harris were convicted last June 15 on testimony from
Edward Lee Rowlette, a black police agent
who had infiltrateG. Ferguson's gun club in
Jamaica, New York. Much of the 11 evidence"
presented at the trial Rowlette admitted he
himself had planned.

Greenfield, Mass--Split in the Underground-Court action against staff members and
associates of Liberation News Service in
New York City ended Oct. 4 as a group
pleaded guilty to charges of breach of peace.
The solution, usually known as plea-copping,
was forced upon the group when Ray Mungo
and Marshall Bloom (LNS, Mass.) filed the
new breach of peace charges. The trrals were
the result of a split within the news service
in which the Mass. members removed the
contents of the New York office in a midnight
raid, and the New York group attempted to
reclaim them.
The Guardian.

-•
And Before I'd Be a Slave --sabotage--Ann
Arbor, Michigan-- a two-story building
temporarily occupied by the CIA;Kingston:
two buildings used by the Urban Renewal
Office found kindling. Firebombing of the
Wisconsin Selective Service Headquarters
in Madison . Three bombs inflicted considerabl1
damage to government buildings in Oakland;
On Oct. 2 a bomb exploded inside the Oakland
Hall of Justice (Police Headquarters). Less
than 24 hours later, another explosion blew
out 263 windows in the Alamada county court
house (where the trial of Black Panther
Huey Newton was recently held).
The Guardian

Saigon--It's All Over Now for the Red White
and Blue : American bombing of the North
and the DMZ intensified this monthc despite
the restricted target area U.S. officials have
been talking about in Paris. On Oct. 4, U.S.
pilots flew 143 missions against enemy targets
above the DMZ. In the fimt 1/2 of Sept, the
u.S. made an average of 212 raids per day on
the southern provinces of North Vietnam. More
than 40, 000 bombs were dropped in these areas.
The Guardian

Fort Hood, Texas: The Ford Hood Three: After
more than two years in prison, the Fort Hood
Three are to be re1eased this month. Dennis
Mora will be free on Oct. 16, with David
Samas and James Johnson due out a few weeks
later. In Sept. 1966, the three refused orders
to Vietnam and were imprisoned subsequent
to court martial.
The Guard ian
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HUAC-- Part Two-- Life's Little Ci reus
Tom Miller
Washington (CPS)--Running parallel to
last week's HUAC hearings on subversion in
Chicago was a sideshow entitled " Life's Little
Circus". Put on by local Movement groups,
the Circus was billed as an alternative to the
more formal goings-on in the Cannon House
Office Building.
Both George Washington University, focal
point of activity, and American University,
held forums at which the Movement leaders intown for the hearings gave the standard speeches against the war, against HUAC, and for
funds to keep the Movement solvent.
The rhetoric was the same, but since
Chicago the audience has changed dramatically.
While before radical speakers ended up talking
to small bands of those already convinced of
what the were hearing, the latest crowds include a sizeable number of people looking over
the "peace crowd" to see if there is anything
worth latching· onto. Many seemed convinced.
From the beginning it seemed evident that there
was not only a boost in numbers, but in enthusiasm as well.
The main attraction at the outside-thehearing -room activities, though, was the
cultural Circus. It started the weekend before
the hearings on Washington's P Street Beach
(which isn't a beach) and ended on the capital
Mall (which is barely a mall). The most notable
characters were Yippies Jerry Rubin, Abbie
Hoffman, Paul Krassner and the entourage
which accompanies them on trips. Coordinating
the affairs was Dennis Livingston of Washington's guerrilla theatre troops.
As far as the public was concerned, these
rallies were the only real events of the week.
The HUAC hearing room had ah~ut 100 seats.
Amnng the spectators were no fewer than
40 uniformed policemen, and an unknown wntier
in plainclothes. In order to get a mythical
spectator pass, you had to get a regular House
gallery pass and then sign up on a pad of paper
a Capitol policeman kept with him. By the end
of the hearings over 200 names were on it;
none of them gained entry.
Yet the sight of unusually groomed and
colorfully attired people lining the walls of a
House Office building did liven up the place.
Paper hats, bubble gum and apples were handed
out to spectators the first morning. Occasionally peace chants would rise out of the crowd.
On one occasion, "Up against the wall" was
repeated in a crescendo that baffled police.
What could they do ?
It was the finest week for the Yippies,
born at a party in New York City 1ast December. The HUAC hearings were the symbol of
success for a massive put-on.
Not only did the Congressional committee
evidently believe that such an absurdity as
Yippies actually existed, but even the mythmakers-- Rubin, Krassner and Hoffman-were beginning to believe it. As Realist edlor
Krassner (on assignment in Washington as
Society Editor of Ramparts magazine) put it,
"When I got to Chicago I looked around and I
wasn't sure who I saw. They weren't hippies,
they weren't straights -- my god, I thought,
they're actually Yippies'. "
So the myth-turned-reality Yippies were
being looked into by HUAC. The policemEm
named Pierson who tailed Jerry Rubin in
Chicago told the committee with a straight
face that the Yippies planned to take over the
country. This was dutifully reported in the
Washington Star under the headline "Committee Told Yippies Plan U.S. Takeover."
The entire cast of the week's show was
staying at the Congressional Hotel, across the

by George Brewster
Early last Saturday morning there was
a drug bust at Bard. Unlike the raid last
spring, it did not involve an informer, it
was not planned in advance, and it was not
conducted bu Sheriff Quinlan.
-At 4:30 A.M. on Saturday morning,
Dean Selinger received a call from Pat
DeFile, a campus proctor, saying that he
had received word that there was a person
on campus selling drugs. The information
came from a Bard student through an intermediary, and concerned Paula Dorfman, a
former Bard student.
Miss Dorfman was located by Mr. DeFile and the drugs in her possession were
confiscated. According to the Dean, there
were "substantial quantities" of LSD and
methedrine , and some grass. After consulting
President Kline, the Dean instructed the
proctor to bring Miss Dorfman and the drugs
to the Dean's office. The Dean did not
interrogate her, but called the state police
who sent two troopers. The troopers
escorted Miss Dorfman and the drugs to headquarters.
When she was interrogated by the authorities, she divulged some information which,
although helping to lessen the seriousness of
the charges against her, also implicated a
Bard student. Specifically, she gave the
police the name of a student to whom she
had sold acid.
Miss Dorfman appeared before Frank
Martin and received a fine of $250 for
"criminal possesion of dangerous drugs."
The State Police informed Dean Selinger
of the student named by Miss Dorfman, but
did not press charges. Thus, the matter
became a disciplinary matter within the
jurisdication of the Dean. The action the
Dean took against the implicated student
was, as those who know the particular
student realize, well cons ide red and fair.
_!?rug Policy
In a recent interview the Dean explained
his basis for disciplinary actions in drug

street from the hearing room. The hotel
restaurant is usually filled with Congressmen,
lobbyists and others of their ilk. This week
the New York entourage monopolized part of
it , baffling many of the regulars. But by the
end of the week, when 'm oney was being raised
to spring a friend from jail by the customary
method of passing the hat, a number of
"straights" contributed ten and twenty dollar
bills.
The money was used to pay the $200 fine
for a classic example of the Yippie put-on
humor, minor civil disobedience and guerrilla
theatre. After Abbie Hoff-.man' s arrest for
desecrating the American flag (his 30 star,
red white and blue shirt was the issue) one
of his cohorts, in front of police, newsmen
and bystanders, bet the air out of a tire on
the police van. Hoffman saw the act as a
question of free speech : 'I mean how else are
you gonna make a noise like 'ssssss' ?" he
asked officers.
Back at the rally behind the GWU library,
page three

cases. Each case can only be judgedoy its
own facts, not with a general policy. The
circ1lmstances to be considered are:
l) Whether the person(s) involved is a
student or non student.
2) Whether the person was simply using
or was dealing drugs.
3) The type of drugts) involved.
4) The quantity of drug(s) involved.
By way of the school's complying with
the law, the Dean stated, "If it becomes
necessary for the College to take possession
of drugs' and if the law requires that m~ be
turned over to the police, they will be". In
addition, he unequivocally stated that the
administration will not knowingly allow informers to be placed on campus for the purpose of gathering evidence.
From these policies, then, it can be seen
that the Dean was justified in dealing with
Miss Dorfman the way he did, and that the
student involved was given every consideration.
hl the first case, the facts that the person was
a non student dealing a large quantity of
relatively "hard" drugs constituted a felony
and would have endangered the entire school
if the Police had not been notified. The
second case, the student who bought some
acid, was a misdemeanor with no charges
filed.
The Dean's actions, then, were in the
best interests of the school and the students.
If the student hadn't notified the proctors of
Miss Dorfman's actions, there would have
been no arrest made. As for that student,
it seems that he was just an over- zealous
anti-drug fiend who accidentally discovered
Miss Dorfman's dealing.
But for those who still have feelings of
paranoia or righteous indignation, you might
think about which one of your fellow students
is so concerned over his fellow students'
well being that he wants to keep them away
from drugs -- even to the extent of endangering those students he's supposedly trying to
protect. Or perhaps he just "squealed" ' on
Miss Dorfman out of hate. Whichever way
it came about, it certainly is sickening to
know that any Bard student is capable of
bringing the police onto his own campus.

Rubin and Krassner were announcing their
plans for the coming :.months. Rubin talked
of the fun in Washington on inauguration day.
Krassner urged people to go vote and throw
up in polling booths to ''screw up the system.
He said he hoped he's be called to testify.
He was going to present the committee with
one of his "Fuck Communism "posters and
accuse them of being soft on Communism if
they didn't accept it.
At one of his regular lunchtime press conferences with about 25 newsmen, Rubin also
expressed sorrow that he hadn't been called
to testify. "I planned to tell them everything"
he said. He carried with him the Washington
phone book to submit as the Yippie membership list. He said this was the second time
in two years HUAC had paid his way to
Washington only to not let him testify. "And
I'm getting pretty pissed., ''he concluded.
"Excuse me" came Krassner' s voice
from the crowd of newm:en, "is that spelled
p- i-s-s-e-d? ''

H.r.c.
by Wayne Robins
"We don't want to be shit sleuths" was the
way someone described the animal problems
in Robbins House. The remains left on the
rugs and halls of Robbins, in the mailroom
and classrooms throughout the school have
become a problem warranting serious HPC
attention. It was decided that a committee
would investigate complaints and make
recommendations of fines or other legal
action against owners of disrespectful dogs.
While the committee was in heated debate concerning the situation, a representative of the
dogs, Pushkin rnot an HPC member) walked
in through the half open door in an obvious
attempt to stall any anti-dog legislation. He
received a mixed reaction of cheers and boos
when he left the meeting, only to return a few
minutes later to dramatize his point. HPC was
not to be intimidated by anyone's lobby, and
stood by its decision to set up investigations
in spite of Pushkin' s passiom te protests.
All violations were tabled until Wednesday
night's referendum. It was realized that the
social probation given to the girl in South
Hall last week was made in a fit of paranoia.
This case was no different than any other, and
pointed up the danger of H~C or anyone else
playing judge and jury. A motion to rescind
this violation was passed overwhelmingly and
the case was tabled The committee realized
that the way violations have been handled
previously was "insane" and therefore came
to two decisions. First, they approved the new
social regulations, and then pledged to take
firm action on any violations given under the
new regs. An official motion was passed stating
that two points were to be assigned for intervisitation and one point for noise violations.
Special consideration is to be given to appeals.
However, if no appeal is made, it will be
assumed to be a plea of guilty.
Mrs. Sugatt also helped to clarify the
"townie" situation. A meeting between "the
Dean and myself, the state police chief for this
area, Mr. Defile, Mr. Griffiths, and two
students" had come to a few conclusions and
recommendations. The police chief said that
because of the tremendous area involved in
their jurisdiction and a shortage of manpower,
regular patrols cannot be made at all times.
He was adamant in stating that our proctors
not carry guns, but have a good communications
network, with walkie talkies, so that the police
could arrive at the scene of any incidents in a
matter of minutes.
"The townies", Mrs. Sugatt continued," did
not represent any organized extremist attitude.
The people who have caused the trouble are just
alienated young people with nothing to do. There
is nothing for them to do here, and they feel
rejected by Bard people. We have generally
good rapport with the community at large. So
far, the courts here are on our side. Three of
these people have been arrested here, one with
quite a record. Justice Martin threw the book
at them, and one is out on $750 bail. We heed
the support and protection of the police. Any
ret ali at ion by Bard students could only worsen
the situation. " Be cool.

y Debbie Cook
The roots of Manny Farber's work can be
found in Abstract Express ion ism qnd Oriental
rugs and tapestries. Mr. Farber has done much
the same thing as Helen Frankenthaler and
Robert Motherwell; he has moved beyond
Abstract Expressionism to a more personalized
means of expression. Although the Manny
Farber exhibit in Procter Art Center may
appear to be without focus it demonstrates
what is a very definite development of one
man's work. The earliest pi"ece in the show, a
work in vivid red, yellow and blue, displays
a rather crude and almost jarring handling of
color. It lacks the subleties inherent in the
artist's later works. Mr. Farber has tried
to lessen the harshness of this painting with
neutral areas created by masking tape, footprints on the yellow band and the tonal variations in the large color areas. In later paintings, the artist becomes more sensitive to
color, turning to the brown earth to find
greater subleties.
One may ask why Mr. Farber chose to
do several still lifes in the course of his
many abstract works. An answer might be
that the realistic subject presents a quicker,
more direct method of seeing the problem of
form and color relations, thus allowing the
artist to move more readily back into
abstract pieces.
The works of Mr. Farber suggest that
he has found the same interest which
Matisse did: the exotic color of Persian
miniatures. In the large pieces on brown
paper he is working with a problem many
·artists are trying to solve now; that is, to
move away from a traditional format
which is bounded on four sides with a frame.
These pieces have shaped unbounded edges
which tend to make to painting move away
from its edge and become almost environmental.
In the large works, Mr. Farber deals with
bright colors again, but considerably more
successfully than in the early works. What
he has learned from working with the earth

colors is culminated in a large painting
which is primarily red but moves from a
dark greenish-red, through the range of
orange and yellows to white. Here the artls't.
has produced a field painting where all the
colors seem to merge into one, yet remain
apart enough to be definite color forms
acting together.
Manny Farber's most recent exploratiom
are very much a part of the changing world
of art today. He is working with a large
format -- most of his pieces are much large1
even than those latest ones displayed at
Procter -- done in acrylic paint and dayglo
colors on brown paper. They can be done
quickly and are quite disposable.
Two small dark paintings seem to touuw
the still lifes. Muted colors done in an almost
cubist manner characterize these pieces. A
series of dot ·paintings, using the darker color
show the next step towards abstraction and a
more personal expression. In these wo:rks we
see a brightening of the palette and great
control in the subtle color relationships. Wha1
appears to be the final stage in this series of
small paintings shows that Mr. Farber feels
confident in handling his color. He employs
brighter rthough somewhat pale) color, along
with more earthy shades. The colors in these
paintings come close to those of Frankenthalel
although they are not yet as loosely applied.
An oblong painting, done on canvas, links
the small works to larger, later ones. It,
too, is reminiscent of Frankenthaler.,. Mr
Farber juxtaposes self contained forms upon
a generally loosely painted work. Like
Frankenthaler, he uses colors which mha.:hate
light.
The latest compositions of Mr. Farber
are large works done with acrylics on brown
paper. The influence of Oriental rugs and
tapestries is readily seen in these pieces. The
format, shaped edges on easily rolled-up
paper makes them much like movable wall
hangings. Colorwise they have the play betwee
vivid day-glo pinks and oranges and various
shades of more muted blues.

--

SENJ\li
by Wayne Robins
"You may consider it a fact that all
narcotics seized on this campus will be
turned over to law enforcement agencies.
There will be no hiding or protecting ...
As to whether the student will be turned
over with the drugs is an open question ... "
This statemient by Bruce Lieberman
concerning the Saturday bust at Blithewood,
in which a non student was handed over to
the state police with a small amount of
acid and speed found on her, was the only
~vent of interest in an otherwise dull and
short Senate meeting. There has also been
a meeting with Asst. District Attorney
Rosenblatt, concerning the harassment of
Bard students on public roads and the
possibility of more busts. The discussion
so far has shown that Rosenblatt, according
to Lieberman, is "reasonable" and there is
page four

some hope that fruitful dialogues between nin
and the students can begin.
The Community Advisory Board has also
made some suggestions concerning education
affairs of the Faculty Executive Committee.
They are:
I) Copies of the agenda for each meeting
should be sent to the Senate.
2) When a particular subject to be :.considered directly affects the students,
the FEC should issue invitations to
designated student represedtitives.
3) The Secretary of the Faculty will
provide the chairman of the Senate witl
a written record of the actions taken.
pertinent to educational policy.
4)The Senate may ask FEC to place on
the agenda subjects that directly affect
the students.
We were also informed that Sunday
brunch would very soon replace the regular
breakfast-lunch procedure, from 10:30 to 1:0(
P.M. There has also been a problem with a
shortage of silverware. We have been asked
not to take silver out of the Dining Commons
to avoid any unnecessary expense.

,.
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view of the fact that a meeting of the trustees will be held
here in the near future, the
Observer felt that the students
should know something about
the men who make the decisions concerning, among other
things, educational policy,
finance, development, and
buildings and grounds. In this
we are indebted to the Vice
President of Bard, Mr. Boynton, without whose help this
article would have been a lot
less accurate and complete.
(n.

When we first conceived
the idea for this article, we
~
had in mind a big expose in
which we would disclose that
at least half the trustees were
engaged in the manufacture of
napalm or guns. We did some
investigating of companies
which had suspicious names,
like Allied Thermal (which
makes heating equipment),
but found that these firms
either weren't listed at all,
or they made tools and lightbulbs. Failing to get proof
that Bard was run by war
criminals, we looked desperately through Who's Who;
however to our anazement
we found that only one out of
24 trustees was listed, and
that one by virtue of his position. This all should say
something -- we're not sure
exactly what, but we do know
we're not at Columbia.
Following is a list of abbreviations;
T.V. - Trustee Vacancy
L. R. P. - Long Range Planning
Inv. - Investment
Dev. -Development
B&G - Buildings and Grounds
H.D. -Honorary Degrees
Ex. - Executive
E. P. - Educational Policies
Fin. - Finance
MR. PAUL WHITCOMB
WILLIAMS, CHAIRMAN
Attorney and Partner, Cahill,
Gordon Reindel and Ohl, N.Y.
Former N.Y. State Supreme
Court Justice. Member, Ex.,
Dev., Fin., and T.V. Committees.
MR. EDGAR W. HATFIELD,
VICE CHAIRMAN
Bard, '31. Resident, Ridgewood, N.J. Attorney; founding
partner, Hatfield & Brady,
N.Y. Chairman, B&G Committee, member o f Ex., L. R. P .
and E. P. Committees.

MR. WILLIAM F. RUEGER,
SEC. VICE CHAIRMAN
Bard, '40. Resident, Old
Westbury, L. I. Vice President, Sylvania Electric. Member of Ex., Fin., and H. D.
Committees.

MR. WILLIAM H. SCHMIDT
Bard '34. Resident of Chatham,
N.J. Senior Vice President of
Mutual of New York. Member
of Fin. Committee.

MR. SOLOMON HEIFERMAN
President of approx. 20 differMR. WARREN H. TURNER
ent corporations, inc. real
SECRETARY
estate, packaging and const.
Bard '41. Resident of N.Y.
Donor of Bard Scholarship in
City. Vice Pres. of the Exec.
of daughter Esther,
Council of the Episcopal Church memory
Member, Dev. Co'56.
Bard
and chief exec. ass't. to the
mmittee.
Bishop. Worked with the Nat'l
Security Agency, Dept. of Def.
Chairman of the L. R. P. Comm MR. WILLIAM LANDAUER
Resident of Red Hook. Direcittee and member of the Ex.
tor, First National Bank of
and Fin. Committees.
Red Hook. Member of local
MR. DAVID E. SCHWAB
and state school boards. MemASS'T SECRETARY
ber, B&G Committee.
Bard '52. Attorney and founding partner of Ginsberg,
MR. RUSSELL R. BROWN
Schwab and Goldberg, N.Y.
Resident, Greenwich, Conn.
Member of Ex. , B&G and Dev. Pres. and Chairman of Board,
Committees.
American Distilling Co., N.Y.
Chairman, Development CommMR. JAMES P. FUSSCAS,
ittee.
TREASURER
Bard, '31. Attorney; Chief
MRS: LEE GRAY
Counsel for the N.Y. S. Athl.
Bard, '51. Resident, Pound
Comm. Trustee, St. Basil's
Ridge, N.Y. Vice Pres. ,
Academy. Chairman, T.V.
League of Women Voters.
Committee, member of Ex.,
Works with Planned Parenthood
B&G, Fin. Committees
Member, E. P. Committee.
MR. WilLIAM E. ATWOOD
DR. JAMES N. ROSENAU
Pres. New Britain Bank and
Bard, '48. Prof. of Pol. Sci. ,
Trust Co., New Britain, Conn.
Douglass College, Rutgers
Director of: the Stanley Works;
Univ. Member of E. P. CommLanders, Frary and Clark;
ittee.
Allied Thermal Corp. ChairTHE RIGHT REV. HORACE
man of Board of Finance and
W. B. DONEGAN,·D. D.
Taxation, New Britain. At
Bard, '25. Protestant Episcorr
Bard: Chairman of Finance
al Bishop of New York. 'Member,
Committee, membe'r of the
H. D. Committee.
T.V., L. R. P., Inv. CommMR. WILLIAM M. EVARTS
ittees.
MR. BENEDICT s. SEIDMAN Resident, Garrison, N.Y.
Member, N.Y. law firm of
Bard '40. President of MetroWinthrop, Stimson, Putnam &
poll'tan Refi'nt'ng Co., L. I.
Member of E. P. Committeee. Roberts. Vice Chairman, Dev.
Committee.
MR. THEODORE H. SMYTH
MR. ARNOLD J. DAVIS
Bard '37. Resident of Santa
Bard, '44. Resident, ScarsBarbara, Calif. President of
dale, N.Y. Active in N.Y. C.
real estate. Member, B&G
Lakeside Co. • Adlib Assoc ·'
Committee.
Surf Assoc., and Vice Pres.

MR. CHARLES B. McCABE
Resident, Greenwich, Conn.
President of Tannemac Corp.
Director of the Bank of Commerce of N.Y. Son Peter, Bard
1
70. Member, Fin. Committee.
MR. FREDERICK B. PAYNE
Senior Partner of Tucker,
Anthony and R. L. Day, N.Y.
Director, United Greenfield
Corp. Chairman of Inv. Committee, member of Dev. Committee.
MR. KENNETH RUSS
Senior Exec. Partner of American Investors Assoc. Partner of the Hollywood- Winthrop
Properties. President of the
Russ Foundation. Trustee of
Lake Forest College. Son
Scott Bard '67. Member of
Dev., L. R. P., and Inv. Comm
ittees.
MR. THEODORE H. SILBERT
President of Standard Prudential United Corp., N.Y. Trustee of Lebanon Hospital. Associate Chairman of U. J. A. Director of N.Y. City Div., American
Cancer Society. Member of Dev.
Committee.

GINO'S

MR. HARRY M. THAYER
Resident of Kingston, N.Y.
President of W. C. C. Radio,
Inc. Member of B&G Committee.

spaghetti
manicotti

<Next to United Cigar Store)

Wine and Beer Licence
OPEN FOR LUNCH 11:31 A.M.
FULL COURSE LUNCH-$1.ot

DeUelous PIZZAS, HEROS or FULL DINNERS
CALL Tit 6-1501 FOR TAKE..OUT ORDERS
Open Dai)J' 11:30 a.m. •12 p.m. -

SDilda:r 1 p.m. -11

•.111.

owner- Robert J. Klltrulya- instructor
aalea- Frank J. Walsh -Instructor

10 EAST MARKET STREET
RED HOOK. N. Y. 12571
Repair Service
Complete Accessories

Live Muak AvaDable

Ina lallation. Delivery

For Any Occasion

PL 8-8594

Tape Cartridges, Musical Equipment,
Stereo Repairs and Accessories, Radios
and Record Players, Sheet Music , Ect.

ravioli
heros
pizza

CAMPUS DEUVERY
FREE
11-12 Tues-Thursday and Sunday
11-1 Friday and Saturday
TR-6-7611
27 East Market St., Rhinebeck, New York
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Restaurant

East Market St. • Rhinebeck

of Hawaiian Lumber Co. Chair- -1~-•••••••••••••••••••••-.
man of E. P. Committee and
Member of Fin. Committee.
MR. JOHN F. WHITE
Resident, Tuxedo Park, N.Y.
President, National Educational
TV and Radio Center, N.Y.
Member of the E. P. , Dev. and
H. D. Committees.

ITALIAN
AMERICAN

The Cosmos as a Baseball Diamond:
The Universal Baseball Association , Inc.;
J. Henry Waugh, Prop. by Robert Coover.
242 Pages. Random House
by John Hershey
student body at
the
There is a tendency, among
by a faculty
work
Bard. to greet a newly published
more:aus.;slightly
event
an
as
member
or ex-faculty
the case
was
picious than the Second C~ming. Such
·The
Winning
with Anthony Hecht's Pulitzer Prize
novel
Hard Hours" and with Robert Coover's first
The Origin of the Brunists. Consequent ly, the normal
Bard student is probably well aware that Mr. Coover,
who taught here in the school ye~r of 1966-67, has
written a new book with the intriguing title, The
Universal Baseball Association , Inc;J. Henry Waugh,
Prop. Appearing this past June, the book was well
received by the critics who hailed its author's imagination, style and skill at mixing the seemingly
irreconcila ble subjects of baseball and cosmic symbolism. There is certainly no denying Coover's
talent or his literary ambitions. He has attempted
to apply some of Kant's concepts concerning time,
space, and God to a metaphoric al baseball world.arid
has, for the most part, succeeded.
Coover's major character is J. Henry Waugh, a
rather sad, slowly decaying, fifty-six year old
accountant. We've met this type of character before
in the short stories of James Thurber where we have
an impeccably neat, incredibly efficient little man,
for whom keeping a company's ledgerS:·in order is
the zenith of existence. Waugh is obsessed, but not
with everyday order or efficiency on the job. Waugh's
grand passion is an intricate baseball game of his own
invention 'which he plays, alone, iii his apartment,
night after night. This game, for Waugh, is far more
real and important than the outside world. Eight teams
of the Universal Baseball Association battle for the
penant, the fate of the teams and the individual plays
decided by three dice and several elaborately detailed
charts. Waugh provides an entire world for his
imagined ballplayers . They break into the league, enjoy fame, grow old, lose their skills ~d retire to
sell insurance and write their autobiograp hies. The
league has a detailed history commemor ated in original
folk poetry. The deeds of yesterday's heroes are
remembere d in ballpark and corner bar. Waugh records
the events that occur during the season and what
happens to the players in the off-season. This is
Waugh's reality and he functions well as its God.
As the book opens, the Association is in a period
of decline after its Golden Age. Waugh is starting to
lose interest because of over-famil iarity and a lack
of dynamic personaliti es. There is, however, a strong
possibility of a Renaissanc e, for Damon Rutherford ,
the most brilliant rookie pitcher in the history of the
league, fires Waugh's smoldering interest. The first
chapter, a detailed description from the ballfield of
Rutherford 's perfect game, is a startlingly brilliant
immersion into the reality of Waugh's world, for the
game, so precisely detailed, gets its flavor from
Henry's excited imagination . He loves this figment
of his imagination like a son. Singlehande dly he will
revive the League.
But fate shatters Waugh's cosmos. He throws
triple ones three times in a row and the "Extraordi nary
Occurences Chart" demands the death of the next
batter. The next batter is Rutherford , and try as he
will to find a way to rationalize a change in the dice,
Waugh must observe the necessary laws holding the
cosmos together. The rookie dies.
Waugh goes to pieces. He drinks heavily, cheats
with the dice to punish Rutherford 's murderer , Jack
Casey, and by assuming the rold of an active God,
throws his cosmos into chaos. As he drinks his troubles

away the people of the Association comfort him,
coming fully alive in Waugh's mind, transcending the thin line between illusion and reality.
The players are now in full control and as the
book ends, the Association is staging a Passion
Play re-enactme nt of the duel between Rutherford and Casey.
In Waugh himself we have the rather
frightening picture of God, torn between the
active and passive role, knowing that he can't
save man from a malicious fate, and destroying
the cosmos if he tries. This deity is not only
incapable of saving man, he is also incapable
of saving himself from the fate of being God.
There is difficulty in reading this novel,
much of it stemming from flaws inherent in
the plot structure. A person totally unfamiliar
with base l:nll is going to have a hard time
understand ing the professiona l jargon and much
of the action. The unknowing reader may also
wonder how anybody could be as wrapped up
in a game that for him is totally devoid of
interest. Coover has infused the story with
much of the mythic quality that appeals to
baseball traditional ists. As Coover tells it
there shouldn't be !IlUCh difficulty in recognizing
if not appreciatin g, the game's appeal. Unfortunately, to make the game come alive as
completely for us as it does for Waugh, Coover
has had to put his main character to one side
for a large portion of the book as the League
takes-:: Center Stage. Consequent ly there is a
two-dimens ional quality about Waugh that prevents full appreciatio n of his situation. Coover
may have intended this, but it impairs our full
acceptance of the story. Waugh is only sadly
amusing, or, at his worst, pathetic, where
he should be tragic on a small scale. There
should be a stronger emphasis on the horror
of a man's mind slowly giving into a obsession.
Coover may have been too symbolical ly metaphysical for his own good, for while you may
find yourself manelling at the author's ingenuity, I doubt if you will be fully affected by his
main character.
I should add that this book will bear many
interpretat ions, and mine is just one. This is
an interesting , challenging and important work
that will, hopefully, gain its author a wide
following. If you are at all interested, the best
way to find out is to read it. It deserves to be
read.

by robert warren
flight
the sun devours
the bird' s black path
casts the splinters
of line, carved by
jagged wings,
in gold.

by robert warren

haiku
night-long rain
in the prison court;
a dove's dim cry.
my heart keeps time.
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Jack Sifton
Early in autumn you turned
WORDS

Words
to define
the boundaries of
silence.

firey red as apples along riverroad
singing in the cool morning you arose
smooth as crystal skies

( -- and the
when noisey leaves tumble

silence
between

down.

words --)
words are words
or

Sometimes I like to think
islands,
how your tresses flowed

ellipses :
they are the stone that is thrown/the meaning
is in the curve

silken among pastures of hay
golden in the passionate suns

The word is male
&
Female the silence
(copulation of
sentence & its empty space )
wordphallus & wombsilence.

filling lingering moments of summer
with all the heat of green .

And turning to starry blaclmess
AIM: to restore the meaning of the word in silence.

nights in autumn

I want empty words.

The Tao is silence/emptiness in the spoken word :no-word.

tell passionate secrets of wisper

The arrow pointing

ap1ong oaken strongholds of youth
that is not arrow
and you

only trajectory
only
pointing.

turn
firey as apples along riverroad.
Pierre Joris

adclres!i all
orrlr1bui1ons, both
ssays, revrews
and creattve
dse

works to

Bard

bserver~ box 76
by robert warren

the swift
my lips
fell
my brow
a tingling throb
my hand
cool in the rain
feel the shadow?
see the swift?

Pierre Joris

The maiden
head
of time
stabbed
by red paper
roses
black drops
of blood
carving the hidden
face
of
rocks
those hieroglyphs
of wounded
time
proving nothing
but its
eternal absence

heart crescendo
velocity of mandalas
then: angels in a whirlpool
jesus bows to pierre 1' toke ha~
stumbling pilgrims in love's hot wind:
cry or crash ...

drawings by Mark Murray
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BI ID tiO VIE .S
ON
BERGMA N'S
"PERSON A"
(by Peter Minichiel lo)

One of my good friends remarked , when we were talking :1bout Ingmar Bergman 's film "Persona ," that the
entire film may be a fraud. He had seen the film twice,
he admitted the plastic beauty of all the images, especially the faces, he even said that he had been emotionally affected by certain scenes late in the film---but was it all real? The scene-by -scene construct ion
seemed so random, the ending so inconclus ive, so
gratuitou s, and the opening and closing shots of arc
lamps took on (for him) a falseness , an artificial ity.
I answered that I thought the film to be about
artifice, physical and mental, about languages of
artifices. It hadn't anything to do with "normal"
psycholog y, about characte rs per ~ , about ;motivations in the usual way. Finally, I said it was cyclical
and precise in design, with certain scenes being perhaps
dreams or scenes shot in the condition al tense. . .
At which point he said, let's go eat, and we did.
He was right, I was right, "Persona " stuns by its
elliptical , self-cons umed presence . It hurts to watch,
it's often impossib le to watch.
Here are some good words on the film by two
writers, one American and one French, from two
magazine s: Sight & Sound and Cahiers du Cinema

in which he uses the new narrative forms. Anything like
the vivacity of Godard, the intellectu al innocence of
Jules et Jim , the lyricism of Bertolucc i' s Before the
Revolutio n and Skolimow ski' s Le Depart , is far from
Bergman 's range. His work is character ized by its
slowness , its deliberat eness of pacing; somethin g like
the heaviness of Flaubert. And this sensibilit y makes for
the excruciat ingly unmodula ted quality of' Persona, ' a
quality only very superfici ally described as pessimis m.
(From an essay in the Autumn 1967 issue of Sight &
Sound by Susan Sontag.)
"Yet the doubt is raised: is the projector always
on the inside of projectio n, doesn't the screen stay transparent (a young boy will pass his hand in front of the
screen, as if to assure us of its reality: a windowpa ne,
the other side of which we're the spectator s)? At about
the middle of the film, the lamp reappear s on the screen,
takes possessio n of the images, bre~ks, burns. And the
film reverses, but this second part inverts the understandings , destroys the hypothese s that the first part
had construct ed . . . " (From March 1967 Cahiers du
Cinema- , translate d from the French by Jean-Lou is
Comolli.)
Bergman said that the film is a sonata for two
instrume nts. That may be the best way to leave it
until the film is shown at Bard this Friday and Sunday
at 8.15 p.m.
"Le Mistral," a thirty-mi nute film by Joris Ivens
and Chris Marker will also be shown. It concerns
the most famous of winds, which originate s in the Alps,
cuts across Provence to the sea. "We shall feel a
country, " said Ivens, who asked Marker to write the
text and Georges Delerue to do the music. This is
another film being presented in the Film Committ ee's
obvious attempt to show everythin g that Chris Marker
ever had anything to do with. Also written by him,
"The Koumiko Mystery" and "Night and Fog."

* * * * * *

" 'Persona ' draws heavily on the themes and
schemati c cast establish ed in 'The Silence.' (The
principal characte rs i~ both films are two women bound
together in a passionat e, agonized relationsh ip, one of
them the mother of a drastical ly neglected small boy.
Both films take up schemes of the scandal of the erotic;
the polarities of violence and powerles sness, reason
and unreason , language and silence, the intelligib le and
unintellig ible.) But the new film ventures further.
"The most explicit vehicle for this meditatio n is the
opening and closing sequence , in which Bergman tries
to create the film as an object: a finite object, a made
object, a fragile object, perishabl e, and therefore
existing in space as well as time.
"A principle of intensity lies at the heart of
Bergman 's sensibilit y, and determin es the specific ways

r,&;;I\~~DA

Red Hook Discount

Sunday II AM
Friday
and Saturday 5-l
Hot Dogs
Hamburg ers
Beer

Tires, Batteries

General Repairs

Lox
Bagels
Danish
Eggs

PLS-5673
9G and 199

.Barrytown
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by Frank Meltzer
Think of a rather tall man, slim and
muscular, with thin, scowling lips and
hop-head eyes, about twenty-five years
old. Think of him as an outlaw 'cycle freak,
black T-shirt, leather bracelet, jeans, long
curly, reddish hair. Think of him standing
in front of you (you are sitting down)
screaiming at you, his spittle dotting your
face.
Now think of him as an Elder of Thebes
in Sophocles' Antigon~. This will begin to
suggest the Living Theatre to you. Roughly,
the produption is a free adaptation of an
English translation of Bertolt Brecht's
German translation of the Greek. So the
program says. Participating in it(and you
will partie ipate, 1ike it or not), you find it
to be both more and less. I am not aware
that I 'saw Sophocles' play today, but I am
quite certain that I have lived one of the most
vibrant, exquisite and terrible experiences
of my life.
The Living Theatre has been out of the
country for four years (tax difficulties). It
would have been better had it been some form
of social protest, but whatever the reason,
they have been in Europe far too long. The
company offers significant, innovative ideas
in drama. However, they also present some
rough spots, which I might as well mention
at the outset. Like others whose dramatic
themes have been political (Arnold Wesker,
for example), the Living Theatre is having
some difficulty establishing a distinct form.
Wesker is a playwright, but the Living
Theater is merely an acting company, you
argue. This simply is not so. An_tigone is
not Sophocles: Frankenstein is not Mary
Shelley's and the other t;-;-pieces which
comprise their current repertoire are
original. The Living Theater is (' are? j a
dramatist. An!_!gone is not formless. It
still satisfies the requirements of Aristotelian
tragedy, for instance, but the patterns of the
play are sometimes obscure. Other difficultieE
stem from this, I think.
Large sections of the play are done in
a sing-song fashion. The melody of the
chant if suggestive of the sacred music
found in ~Tewish and Catholic liturgies. The
import of this is not made clear; the play as
a whole, however, is apparently to be taken
as a mockery of the more or less formalized
dogmas rreligious or secular) whieh all of
us have. That is fine. That is not equally
acceptable is that the company seems inadvertently to be presenting their own doctrine.
Possible most of us find a revolutionary creed
preferable to afascistic one. But it simply
is not credible to present a canon while
satirizing all others.
Another problem: continuity. Creon
lapses occasionally from ·Piedmont English
into a burlesque of LBJ or into three or
.four lines of Brooklynese. Antigone speaks
in four discernible voices which alternate
randomly. Suggesting similarities between
Creon and Johnson seem consistentwith
the statement of the play, but so many
voices emanating from the same two characters is confusing and pointless.
Another problem: the show ran nearly
three hours without a break. Artificial
intermission rdisigned to enhance the sale
of orange drink) can well be dispensed with,
but there simply is not three hours worth of
significant rr.aterial in Antigone. During the
performance, one acquires the feeling that
once the company realizes it is on to a good
thing there is a general reluctance to move
on. In fact, this implies a one word summary
of most of what is wrong with the production-it is overdone.

Let me stop griping and mention some
positive aspects, which more than compensate
for the difficulties, in any case. The actors
are thoroughly professional, when they want
to be...: The voices are distinc~- even--inthe balcony, even though the actors are often
intermized with the audience. The speech Is
not that of traditional Greek drama, however.
Antigone's sister, Ismene, speaks with a
Brooklyn accent. I suspect this is intentional,
though I'm not sure of the reason. In any
case, it is certainly annoying.
The members of the company demonstrate
remarkable grace, v.'hen they want to.
Apparently, the actors can be bumbling or
physically eloqu~nt, at will. Creon is
consistenly ungainly, but when the actor who
portrays him moves into another role, he
suddenly acquires beautiful fluidity. Creon's
clumsiness is undoubtedly studied, but it is
effective nonetheless. There is very successful choreography of posture, gesture and
movement. These actors are dancers as well.
Finally, there is the physicality. If you
are timid, if you are afraid of exultant
physical action (if you are afraid of the
potentialities of your own body, in other
words) the Living Theater will disconcert you.
Creon castrates the Elders of Thebes 1 several
times) by literally clutching their genitals
and yanking. There is a Baccanalia of some
length and lovely explicitness. But it is not
this which sets the company apart from other
groups in "experimental theater". The
nude theater" (Hair, The Sound of a
_!>iffereE.!_J2~m) is-still more palpable. What
makes the Living Theater unique is their
perception of the beauty of the human body
and the celebration of this beauty which is
observed throughout the play. This awareness
on the part of the actos is responsible for the
degree of audience involvement which is
demanded. The players spend nearly as much
time on the floor of the theater as on the
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stage, and some of the most significant
events of the drama are "staged" in the
audience. Actors move through the aisles.,
screaming, gesticulating, stepping on toes,
even clutching members of the audience.
What happens, thankfully, does not seem
to be a cry for attention, but a demand
for personal recognition ...
Reading this over, I find it is not a
"review". Just as well. Antigone is not
a play. Or at least, not j~st a play. It is
dance, psychodrama, mime, propaganda
and some ·sort of exultation of life. The
actors are not just actors. They are dancers,
therapists, anonymous accusers, revolutionaries, people. The Living Theater is alive
and well at the Brooklyn Academy of Music
through October 21 rnext Monday). It is
their only New York performance this year.
The schedule is as follows. If you can
possibly get to the City, by all means don't
miss them.
Oct.l8-- Paradise Now
Oct. 19--Antigone rmatinee) , Paradise Now
(evening)
Oct. 20-- Mysteries and Smaller Pieces
(matinee), Paradise Now (evening)
Oct. 21-- Paradise Now
N. B. Because the actors do not confine
themselves to the stage, you should think
seriously of investing in orchestra seats ..
The balcony railing obscures everything,
even a portion of the stage apron. The most
expensive tickets are $5. 50. For tee matinee
you may sit in the rear of the balcony for
$1. 00. After the performance begins, you
may move downstairs -- the orchestra
will probably be half empty-- the ushers are
cool. Also, don't get there late. The opening
of Antigon! is noteworthy, and I gather that
the beginnins of the other plays are also
intriguing.
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Editorial:
DICHOTOMY

Official publication of the
Bard student body. Published
every Thursday during the
Fall and Spring semester.
Second class postage paid
at Annandale-on- Hudson,
N.Y. 12504. Offices in North .
Hoffman basement. Letters
may be sent to Box 76 pampusMail. Deadline for material
is noon of -Monday preceding
publication.

cover by mark murray

Good guys, bad guys
Townies bad guys
Pol ice good guys
Bust's bad
Police bad
Vietnam war bad
Israel war good
Senate good guys
Administration bad guys
McCarthy good guy
Humphrey bad guy
Nixon bad guy
Wallace bad guy
Evolution good
Revolution bad
Black_.white
No grey
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The Great Descent
To the Editor:
I emphatically agree with the sentiment that
prompted last weeks' Observer editorial on the
subj ect of grade reform. However, I disagree
with the content .
What good is done the student when the
A/B/ C/D/ F syste m is abandoned for the Pas s/
Fail system of grading? The five stand a rdized
grades we have now would be replaced with
three: Pass with honors, Pass and Fail. A, C ,
and F. I suppose that if a pr ofessor wanted, he
could offer Pas s plu s or Pass minus grades as
well, filling in the Band D gaps. The fact is
that Pass / Fail, even without plus and minus, is
little different from the present system.
The grade is a false measure. It has nothing
whatsoever to do with education, but is simply
a way to rank studen;ts for placement into the
system. Grades should be eliminated entirely,
not hidden away with a sham syste m like Pass /
Fail. Properly filled out Crite sheets would be
much more valuable to the s tudent, and good
writte n evaluations would make the graduate
schools very happy.
I agree that there must be grade reform ,
but le t's stop hac king at the branches of the
tree and ge t to the roots. Any oth e r change is
no change at all .
Since r ely,
Jeffrey Raphaelson
To the Editor:
That the Bard Observe r would allow such a
pig-headed, incompetent ,arrogant article on the
Manny Farber Show into its pages as a review
is just irre sponsible. In the one or two paragraphs actually devoted to the paintings the
author has the honesty to admit that she saw
only a portion of the paintings. But then she has
the gall to attempt to comment now only on the
paintings but on the a rtist himself. The author
appa rently has the ability to divine from the
works (granted s he didn't see any of the oils) the
fact that Manny Farber is only the exploiter of
a technique and has no real talent. With this s he
dismisses his paintings. Now, what to do with
all that space at the bottom of the page ? She
starts in on the artist himself. The delivery of
his t alk and his rather acu te lack of st agE' presmce
seem to annoy her. The fact that he was late for
his own show annoys her. The fact that he phrase~
s tate meqts about his artistic inte nt in a modest
way a nnoys her. So she fills up the r est of the
blank page with a ll the things that annoy he r .
In a r eview of paintings we can tole rate
dive rging opinions on the pa intings even if they
are arriv ed at in a rather careless manner, but
in a review of paintings what amounts to almost
personal slande r is intolerable.
I suggest that next time the staff of the
Obse rver take a little more care in deciding
who it wishes to have represent its views on art.
Thank you , goodnight.
Ross Skoggard

by Dellie Morse
In case you bad not noticed , there were
about 300 visitors on campus la st weekend. The office of parents registration
reports that over 100 parents and 200 friends
and relatives of Bard students descended
upon the Bard campus for Parents Weekend .
Registration fee was $5. 00 for all day
Saturday. The fee included Parents Dinner
in the gym. For $6. 00, the visitor was also
welcome for breakfast in the Commons on
Sunday.
Parents week-end was packed with
activities. Saturday's main events were the
annual meeting of the Parents Counc il, the
soccer game against Sacreel Heart Univers ity ,
the Parents Dinner, open rehe a rsal at the
theatre, the films shown at Sottery , and
finally the jazz group," A Minute of Silence"
at the Red Balloon.
Dean Selinger moderated at the P arents
Council Meeting where Professor Dewsnap
explained purposes and procedures of the
Senior Project; Professor Levine explained
procedures of Moderation ; and senior Toni
Chapma n expl ained the Field Period. A
question and answer session followed the
m eeting .
Before P a rents Dinner , there was a
rece ption for the visitors at Blithewood.
Butter cookies and port sherry were served,
parents met teachers , r oom-mates met
each others' parents, and comments arose
regarding life-styles at Bard, s uch "My, do
all the students live in such a palace as th is?
Wandering in and out of Stone Row, visitors
were greeted w ith written signs from selfappointed welcoming committees. One read ,
''Welcome to Stone Row'. If you can' t find
your son, it m ay be becau se he split for the
week-end. If your daughter lives here, don't
worry. She is being well taken care of.
Parents Dinner in the gym consisted of
~ ~~ mashed potatoes, grade-A roas t beef ,
garden-fresh green peas and appli e pie . Those
of us who ate in the Dining Commons that
night knew why we were e ating off paper plates
with plastic forks.
Sunday was somewhat uneventful because
most of the visitors had left. There was a
breakfast of b agels and cream cheese in
addition to scrambled eggs and so forth. Beside the Colle ge Chapel service there was a
concert in the afternoon presented by the
Mus ic Department.
The parents were obviously glad to see
their children, but the students had varying
opinions concerning their parents visit. Some
considered it outright intrusion, others
considered it merely a nuisance, but most of
the students were very happy to see their
parents and relatives.

CLANCY
ON SENATE
Charles Clancy
It s e ems to me that it is time for something of a realistic appraisal of our relations
with the local gendarmes. Not out of any
pa rticular feelings of altruism of naivete,
but for sheer self-interest such an idea has
certain distinct merits. This fact receives
greater emphasis with each successive encounter between Bardians and the fuzz. We
are all concerned about the dis continuity
between the notion of justice sanctimoniously
espoused at Fourth of July celebrations and
the notion of Justice as it frequently applies
to us in the local courts. But for some
curious reason we seem to be wholly insensitive to the role we ourselves are playing
in perpetuating this undesirable situation.
Perm it me to elaborate.
With the perpetuation of violence against
Ba rdians by townies or whoever, there is a
certain amount of desire to have the police
pr ovide us with protection. To the dismay of
some of the students, the police seem passive
and dis interested. One might wonder why.
Actually,· the answer isn't all that mysterious.
The reason the police lack enthusiasm for
protecting our rights is due to a great extent
to the consistently negative way in which we
have traditionally responded to the,m, regardle ss of the capacity in which they may have
been operating at the time.
One of the most unique features of the
democratic process is that there are generally several possible ways to deal with a given
situation. This applies to the police as well
as to the other parts of the system. If a cop
is confronted with a situation, he has various
possible responses. Some tend to solve
issues, others to ignore them. Needless to
say, when a policeman is called upon to
handle a situation wherein the injured party
is someone who is avowedly antagonistic to
cops , he probably will not go out of his way
to see that justice is executed to the fullest
extent. This is the situation in which we
presently find ourselves, and I find it I!Illusing
to note the schizophrenia which prompts us
on the one hand, to call for the killing of the
"pig· to be responsible for seeing that we
don't get bricks thrown in our faces on the
way down the road.

Menus
This is not to say that the police have been
making like Solomon as far as justice for
Bardians is concerned. Quite the contrary ,
in fact, but who is to say that this is the only
relationship possible between us and the fuzz?
In sounding this idea out, I have almost universally met with the response , "we can
never make any headway with them" . But
this is just the premise which proved so
erroneous in dealing with the Administration
on the subject of revising the social regul ations.
In that case we had a goal which we wanted to
achieve, and, lo and behold, a little work and
negotiation later we virtually abolished the
social regulations . This is to say, how can
we be sure that there is no possible way to
establish constructive relations with the police
assuming our efforts in that direction are
not pre-doomed by our dogmatically antiauthoritarian mental set?
I pers onally believe that we can maRe
headway in communicating with the local
authorities. Bruce Lieberman's recent meeting with assistant D. A. Rosenblatt would
tend to bear this out. What is important is
that we make all possible haste to establish
a dialogue. Only in this way can the joint
nephobia and xenophobia on the part of the
College and the authorities be overcome.
The advantages of overcoming the present
mood of suspicion and antipathy are only
too obvious, and are so, if from •o other
standpoint than our own self-interest. Assumin~
that we have to deal with these people, and
we intend to, we can only improve our position
by establishing a constructively-o riented
acquaintanceship . If we, on the other hand,
pursue a policy of antagonism, we may be
assured of being repaid in kind and most likely
when our need for additional hassle is at its
least. Consequently, rather than just qategorically. bating and rejecting the "Pig", we
ought to try 1x> get to know him. He might be
in a pOsition to make us or break us someday.
What possible justification is there for our
going out of our way to incline him in the
latter dire~tion?
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Saturday, 10/ 19 -- Breakfast: Grapefruit juice, pineapple juice, pineapple tidbits, oatmeal, cold cereal,
poached eggs on toast, waffles, coffee cake. Lunch : Minestrone soup, potato pancakes/broiled bacon,
hamburger on bun, french fried potatoes, herb buttered peas, escalloped apples, garden salad, pear
and cr. cheese, cottage cheese, gelatin cubes/vanilla sauce, ice cream, fresh fruit , breads. Dinner·
Roast leg of lamb/ w mint jelly, vegetable meat loaf/ w mushroom gravy , creamed potatoes, italian
green beans, buttered carrots, shredded lettuce , egg salad, cottage cheese, banana coconut salad,
devils food cake, bread pudding, gelatin cubes, breads.
Sunday, 1~0--Breakfast: Blended juice, orange juice, grapefruit half, cream of wheat, cold creal,
scrambled eggs , hot cakes/ canadian bacon, strip pastry. Lunch : Cream of celery soup, spaghetti
w/ meat sauce, french toast w/syrup, buttered broccoli spears, health salad, cottage cheese/ mandarin
orange , stuffed pear, cookies , coconut pudding, gelatin cubes , breads. Dinner : Roast turkey, apply
celery, ham slice/ country gravy, orange glazed sweet potatoes, buttered mixed vegetables, buttered
beets, tossed green salad, cottage cheese , jellied grapefruit, pineapple date-marshmallo w, cranberry
saude, lady Baltimore cake, fruit cup, gelatin cubes, breads.
Monday, Hl/21--_!lreakfas t : Apple juice, tomato juice, stewed apricots, wheatena, cold cereal, hard
cooked eggs, french toast / maple syrup, jelly muffins. Lun~ c Chicken noodl.e soup , beef and vegetable
stew, monte carlo sandwich, hot potato salad, buttered spinach, shredded lettuce/bleu cheese dressing,
egg & olive salad, cottage cheese, molded bing cherry, gelatin cubes,crmnberry crunch , fresh fruit,breads.
.Q!~r.:Veal cutlet parmesan, roast beef, buttered rice, brussel sprouts
amandine , stewed tomatoes .
adirondack salad, cottage cheese ,fresh fruit salad, relish plate #I, pound cake, cara mel pudding, gelatir.
cubes, breads.
Tuesday , 10~2--Breakfast : Orange juice, grape juice, bananas, cream of whea t, cold cereal , fried eggs,
waffles w/ maple syrup, donuts. ~~~: Navy bean soup, italian hoaglie, meat biscuit roll, whipped
potatoes, buttered peas, hearts of romaine, apple raisin salad, orange and stuffed date, cottage cheese,
blueberry cobbler, congo bars , gelatin cubes , breads. Dinner: Sauteed liver and onions, roast pork loin,
baked noodles, sliced zucchini squash, mixed vegetable, pickled beets, cottage cheese, tropical fruit
salad, rhubarb pie, lemon sponge pudding, gelatin cubes, rolls.
Wednesday,l0/2 3--Breakfast: Grapefruit juice, 'a pple juice, citrus sections, IJatmeal, cold cereal,
omelet, hot cakes, pastry. Lunch: Chicken ·g timbo soup, knockwurst, grilled cheese sandwich, broiled
tomato half, sauerkraut, tossed green salad, chinese cabbage slaw, cottage cheese, strawberry aspic,
celery stuffed, apple streudel,gelatin cubes, fresh fruit, breads. Dinner:London broil, baked chicken,
baked potato, buttered corn, buttered green beans, tossed salad, cottage cheese, black eyed susan , ice
cream, gelatin cubes, rolls.
Thursday, 10/ 24--_!lreakfast· Apricot nectar , pineapple juice, pear halves, wheatena, cold cereal, poached
eggs on toast, fresh toast/powdered sugar, bacon, corn muffins, Lunch: Vegetable soup, stuffed green
peppers, chicken a Ia king, hashed brown potatoes, buttered chopped broccoli, shredded lettuce, deviled
egg, pineapple cottage cheese, jellied fruit, relish plate #4, ice cream, cherry squarER; gelatin cubes, breads.
Dinner: Roast leg of veal/gravy, breaded pork cutlet, whipped potatoes , hot spiced beets, brussel sprouts,
garden salad, cole slaw, adirondack salad, vegetable cottage cheese, banana orange, gelatin cubes,
chocolate bavarian, apple pie , corn bread.
Friday, 10 / 25--Breakf~t : Apple juice, blended juice, orange halves, cream of wheat, cold cereal,
scrambled eggs, waffles/maple syrup, strip pastry. _Lunch: Manhattan clam chowder, shrimpburger,
ravioli , french fried 'J)Otatoes, buttered cauliflower, tossed gingham salad, fruit salad, cucumbers in
sour cream, gelatin cubes, fresh fruit, breads. !l!nner: Spanish style steak, broiled halibut/lemon
butter sauce, creamed potatoes, pars lied wax beans, carrots vichy, hearts of romaine , egg salad, cottage
cheese,gelatin cubes,fruit cup, ice cream, rolls .
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by Mike Roddy

by Ken Vermes
Music from Stanley Kubrick's 2001, A Space
Odyssey, and Karl-Birgir Blomdahl's'~iara"
Columbia MS 7176
First, the music from 2001 on Side One of
this record is not from the movie's sound track
but is performed by Bernstein and Ormandy and
the Philadelphia Orchestra with an Electronic
prelude and interludes by Morton Subotnik that
were not in the film. Thus for those who will
buy this in the light of their memories of the
film , the present album 's electronics are a
slight improvement on the orchestral sounds
and few electronic effects on the -original sound
track. For without the added electronics, the
music from 2001 sounds like the sound track of
a dozen other multi-million dollar spectaculars
such as Lawrence of Arabia and The Bible . A
golden opportunity for a serious electronic
composer was lost when Hollywood bureaucrats
decided that 2001 needed Strauss"Blue Danube
Waltz" and selections from "Also Sprach
Zarathustra".
The strange lack of unity in the music is,
of course, a reflection of the film's two sections,
one narrative, the other somewhat abstract,
which are far from clear in their relationship
to each other.
Morton Subotnik' s prelude and interludes
are not particularly striking and far too short
for any 1erious development. Placing Subotnik's
pieces between the lush orchestral sounds
limits the interest of side one of this record
to those who won't be listening as much as
viewing the film in their heads.
The orchestral and electronic suite from
Blomdahl' s opera, "Aniara" with electronic
and concrete effects by· Swedish Radio makes
a greater use of the resources of electronics
than the music by Subotnik, although serious
listeners may be disappointed with program
elements such as a representation of meteors
passing a spaceship.

LYCEUM
Red Hook
frheatre
Evening Shows 7 and 9
Friday-Saturday
October 18-19
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Peter Walker is known to some as Tim
Leary's musical director and as an advoca
of the American raga. His first album,
Sifting through the jazz-rock syndrome
"Rainy Day Ragas", was unfortunately rele
by Wayne Robins
in mid-196 7 when the market was glutted w
Don Sebesky played trombone with the Warren
such monstrosities as "Pop Goes the Elect
Covington, Claude Thornhill, and Stan Kenton big
Sitar" which now clutter the stockrooms of
bands. In the album "Don Sebensky and the Jazznumerous record stores. But Walker is an
Rock Syndrome" he makes an abortive attempt at
updated torch-bearer of the spirit of Sandy
creating an original musical hybrid by combining
Bull and, since his debut album was as
the best of the big band tradition, which he undergratifying financially as Bull' s, only an'
stands quite well, and rock, which he just can't
enterprising label like Vanguard would undE
seem to grasp. The fault is not in the musicians.
take to issue a -second. However, where thE
Included on the album are Hubert Laws, Mongo
first was spotty, the second is consistently
Santamaria's vibrant flutist, and Larry Coryell,
brilliant.
Coryell was the dynamic force behind the Free
"Second Poem" is a very dense and
Spirits, one of the first true jazz-rock groups,
intricate album with a multitude of interand more recently has starred as a member of the
weaving but independent voices. The major
Gary Burton Quartet. He is considered one of the
roles are reserved for Walker's guitar and
b~st jazz-rock guitarists in the world. Unfortunately,
sarod and the flute but these do not exclude
h1s presence is only felt on two of the cuts; Lennonimportant contributions by the fiddle and
McCartney's "The Word" and "Dancing in the Streets , tamboura. All these elements combine to
His first-rate guitar work on "The Word" is nearly ·
give the album a very cerebral air about it
drowned by the big band at times. Otherwise, the
which is underscored by a gently flowing be:
song is becoming a musical cliche, and this version
All the personnel for thiE: album is new 1
is little better than Gabor Szabo's and Gary
the most significant switch is Jim Pepper
MacFarland's castration of it on their "Simpatico"
for Jeremy steig on flute. Steig had a pench:
album.
for wandering and, to damn him totally, he
The rest of the album shows a strong Mama's
lacked any feeling for ragas. Even on a
and Papa's influence. Besides "Dancing in the Street",
simple level like technique Pepper's flute is
which features some interesting counterpoint between
far better suited in duets with Walker. An
Coryell's guitar and Sebesky' s organ, there is
excellent addition is the country fiddle which
"Somebody Groovy", which gets lost in the translation
spends its time recalling country and wester
to the big band sound, and a Sebesky original, "Big
tunes like "Turkey in the Straw", acting as
Mama Cass", which is best ignored. The same can
a drone, and quoting from Haydn symphoniet
be said for most of the other originals, which
The album is excellently recorded and
espouse Sebesky' s hipness by sporting· such titles as
well worth it for the nine cuts which fit the
"Banana Flower" and "Meet a Cheeta". Rock standards above description. If, however, a little
such as "Never My Love" and "You've Got Your
conventionality is wanted in your experiment
Troubles" suffer from Sebesky' s inability to comprehend music there is a final cut called "Mixture"
the rock idiom. Someone summed it up when he said,
which includes organ and ondoline that can
"it sounds like hip muzak. " This album should be
best be described as a cross between the
listened to in your favorite elevator or in the dentist's
Beatles and John Fahey.
chair. Very painful.
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"Wild in the Streets"
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Student Trips
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Peter Walker --'Second Poem to Karmela·
Gypsies are Important
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Barbara Lee
Travel Service
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